Caidan College of Heralds
c/o Paul Tevis
(805) 452-0582
dolphin@sca-caid.org
Minutes of the March 23, 2014 Meeting
Meeting commenced at 11:30 AM.
In attendance were: Cormac Crescent, Paul Dolphin, Brianna Silver Trumpet, Manus Wintermist, Jeanne Marie
Noir Licorne, Angharat Coral, Selene Aurum, Estrith Rasmussdatter, Elizabeth of Roxbury Mill, Avicia
Exchequer, Aliskye Scribe Armarius, Thomas Quatrefoil, Selewynn Beltran, Damien Sable Fret, Illuminada
Chanson, Fergus MacDuff, Richenda du Coffin, Hrorek Chevron, Lachlan Duellist, and Mealla Caimbeul.
Meeting schedule for 2014: April 20, May 11, June 22, July 20, August 10, September 14, October 19, November
16, and December 7 (Holiday Party)
Approved submissions were forwarded to Laurel on the March 31st, 2014 Letter of Intent.

From Crescent:
•

KWHSS sign up! We need classes -- talk to Jeanne Marie! Registration for hotel May 15th. Articles for
proceeding – send to Paul; merchants – Angharat and Gwen Hir

•

OP to go live at the end of this month; please check for missing awards.

From Dolphin:
•

•

From the December 2013 LoAR:
o

Juliana Pelican Emerita provided a website with names of 14th &15th century English soldiers
(http://www.medievalsoldier.com) as well as several resources for period German names.

o

Wreath had a lot to say about dolphins – thanks to a Caidan submission. In reference to the
submission of Daniel Fisserman of Muddy Waters, Wreath overturned earlier precedent stating
that we did not grant difference between dolphins facing to dexter or sinister when their bodies
were in a vertical orientation (hauriant or urinant). We will grant this difference; further, dolphins
must be drawn in such a way that the orientation of the head is clear. Finally the Glossary of
Terms will be updated to reflect that the default posture for dolphins is embowedcounterembowed.

o

Wreath also made two requests for input about how we ought to handle a pair of issues raised by
recent submissions. First, how should our rules for complexity counts interact with unblazoned
details or those that do not count for difference? Second, should we change the way we handle
gores, gussets, and tierces to be more consistent with the way we believe they were used in
period?

From the January 2014 LoAR
•

Juliana Pelican Emeritus provided several criteria to keep in mind when judging name resources.

•

Pelican ruled that B batches in FamilySearch Historical Records are acceptable as documentation,
along with C, J, K M (except M17 and M18) and P batches.

•

•

Wreath overturned the precedent ruling the “phases of the moon” motif to be a Step From Period
Practice. “We know that the motif of an X between two Ys is a fairly common one in later period
English armory. Non Scripta found evidence of a rose between two lions combattant and a mullet
between two lions combattant, and Elmet added a fleur-de-lys between two rabbits passant
respectant, all in English armory. Orle actually found a roundel between a decrescent and an
increscent in Italian armory. We have never considered an X between two Ys respectant to be
considered a step from period practice with any other combination of charges, only with a roundel
and crescents, which is not consistent. Therefore, we are overturning past precedent. This motif is no
longer considered a step from period practice.”

•

Wreath also provided further clarification on how the rules for unity of posture and orientation. “An
arrangement of charges within a group that is blazonable is registerable, as long as it does not
otherwise violate the unity of posture and orientation rule by having different postures/orientations
amongst the group. In short, when you have comparable postures/orientations amongst the charges in
a group, they should be in the same posture/orientation. For example, three swords in pall and an
arrow fesswise has comparable charges in different orientations and would therefore be a violation of
A3D2c, but four mullets in chevron and a rose would not. The latter may be poor style, but at this
point we are not inclined to further restrict charge group arrangement upon the field.”

A request was made by Coral to look into having remote participants attend future meetings via Skype.
Aurum volunteered to set up the pilot program for April.

From Silver Trumpet
•

Collecting pictures of court setups – please send pictures to her

•

Collecting customs, such as toasts and methods of address. Please send to her.

From Garb
•

Looking for volunteers to help assemble kingdom tabards.

Society News
•

At Talon-Crescent Their Majesties Conrad and A’isha granted Illuminada Chanson a Court Baroncy. At
the same event Elizabeth of Roxbury Mill received her Dolphin.

•

At Collegium Their Majesties granted D’vorah bint Da’ud an AoA

March Submissions
Adam Makandro - New Name & New Device. Per pale vert and sable semy of oak leaves argent.
Submitter desires a masculine name and allows minor changes only. If the name must be changed he cares most
about the language/culture 12th-14th C. Scottish. He has removed the authenticity request. The submitter changed
the spelling on the form prior to submission.
Adam is a header spelling in Withycombe, p. 3, dated 1086-1306 et al.
Makandro is found in Black, s.n. MacAndrew, dated in this spelling to 1502 & 1550.
The device conflicts with Catherine of Shirwode, Per pale argent and azure semy of oak leaves argent. Catherine
has granted a blanket permission to conflict with a single DC, which this has for changes to the field.
Name approved and forwarded to Laurel. Device approved and forwarded to Laurel.
Æduin of Skye - New Badge. (Fieldless) An alphyn rampant argent.

We note that precedent (Angelo di Antonio Machiavelli, April 2010, Middle-A) states "The alphyn and the tyger
are both named period monsters. No basis for the phrase 'lack of clear heraldic difference in period' was found.
Since the two types of charge are distinguished between in period, we will grant a CD between them unless
examples are found that they are considered equivalent in period."
Badge approved and forwarded to Laurel.
Æsa Sigurdsdottir – New Name & New Device. Argent goutty de poix, a dragon couchant purpure.
Submitted as AEsa we have changed the spelling to the Æsa to match standard practice. The submitter desires
feminine name and has marked no other boxes.
Æsa is documented on the Viking Answer Lady’s website
(http://vikinganswerlady.com/ONWomensNames.shtml) as being found in Landnámabok and in Geir Bassi on
p.17 (figure 1)

In commenting on the submission for Armegardj Sigurdsdottir
(https://oscar.sca.org/index.php?action=145&id=18905), Gunnvor silfraharr noted:
The normalized Old Norse genitive form of the masculine name <Sigurðr> is <Sigurðar>, but by the 14th
century spellings of the genitive case form in <Sigurds> and <Sigurdz> appear. The examples from Lind and
Diplomatarium Norvegicum (DN) are from Norway, while SMP, Diplomatarium Suecanum (DS) and
Diplomatarium Dalekarlicum (DD) are from Sweden.
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

1338 <benedicti sigurdsson> DS, SDHK number 4449,
http://www.riksarkivet.se/default.aspx?id=2453&refid=8005
1346 <Sigurds>, <Sigurdss> Lind s.n. <Sigurðr>
1390 <Sigurds> DN, http://www.dokpro.uio.no/perl/middelalder/diplom_vise_tekst.prl?b=2789
1390 <Sighurdz dottor> DN,
http://www.dokpro.uio.no/perl/middelalder/diplom_vise_tekst.prl?b=4052
1424 <Sigurds son>, DN, http://www.dokpro.uio.no/perl/middelalder/diplom_vise_tekst.prl?b=9859
1431 <Sigurdson>, DN, http://www.dokpro.uio.no/perl/middelalder/diplom_vise_tekst.prl?b=17150
1437 <Sigurds>, DN, http://www.dokpro.uio.no/perl/middelalder/diplom_vise_tekst.prl?b=759
1427 <Sighursdotter>, DD,
http://books.google.com/books?id=WL5BAAAAcAAJ&pg=PA78&q=Sighursdotter
1441 <Sigurds>, DN, http://www.dokpro.uio.no/perl/middelalder/diplom_vise_tekst.prl?b=3061
1457 <Sigurds daatter>, DN,
http://www.dokpro.uio.no/perl/middelalder/diplom_vise_tekst.prl?b=15411
1466 <sigurdson>, DN, http://www.dokpro.uio.no/perl/middelalder/diplom_vise_tekst.prl?b=17378
1509 <Anfridh ok Kirstin Sigurdzdøter> SMP s.n. <Ar(n)fridh>

Name approved as changed and forwarded to Laurel. Device approved and forwarded to Laurel.
Agrippa Morris - Kingdom Resub Device. Per pale gules and sable, a castle argent and a bordure argent semy
of caltrops sable.
His prior submission Per pale gules and sable, a castle argent and a bordure argent was returned Feb. 2014 by
Dolphin for conflict with Manfried Odo von Falkenmond, Gules, perched atop a tower a hooded falcon, within a
bordure argent. The falcon is a maintained charge, thus there was a single DC for changes to the field. The
addition of the caltrops provides the second DC.
Device approved and forwarded to Laurel.
Aífe ingen uí Chanainn - Laurel Resub Device. Argent, on a butterfly vert a pawprint argent.
Submitter's previous device of Vert, a wolf's head cabossed and a gore argent was returned on the December
2013 LoAR for lack of identifiability; this is a complete redesign.
There is a SFPP for the pawprint.
Device approved and forwarded to Laurel.
Alexander Hostilius of Caid - New Device Change. Sable, a hippopotamus statant between four crescents in
saltire horns outward within a bordure Or.
His previous device, Sable, a hippopotamus statant within a bordure Or, is to be released. We note that the
crescents are more clearly in saltire on the rectangular shield he regularly uses.
Device approved and forwarded to Laurel.
Álfdís Svǫludóttir - New Name.
The submitter desires a feminine name and will allow all changes. If the name must be changed she cares most
about Old Norse language. She request authenticity for Norse/Viking.
Álfdís is found as a feminine given name in Geirr Bassi on page 8.
Svala is found as a feminine given name in Geirr Bassi on page 15. The matronymic Svǫludóttir is formed based
on the example of Halla on page 18 of Geirr Bassi.
Name approved and forwarded to Laurel.
Alice Upton - New Name & New Device. Per pale purpure and sable, an eagle rising maintaining a sheaf of
arrows argent.
The submitter allows all changes and has not marked any boxes.
Alice is found in R&W (s.n. Bubwith) with Alice Bubwith alias Pekeman dated to 1463.
Upton is found in Mills, s.n. Upton where it is noted as "a common name, usually 'higher farmstead or village".
The dated spellings include Upton 1463.

We believe the device to be clear of Rorik Fredericsson, Azure, a grey goose volant bendwise wings addorsed
proper gorged of a coronet Or (Dec. 1999, Atlantia), with a DC for changes to the field and at least a DC for the
changing the type of bird.
There a possible conflict with Germaine Silverbird of Staghurst (Dec. 1995, Middle), Per bend sable and vert, a
lark rising wings elevated and addorsed argent carrying in its talons a tankard fesswise distilling a goutte Or.
There is a DC for changes to the field. There may be a DC for the type of bird.
This definitely conflicts with Llewellan Gwynn (June 1987, Atenveldt), Per fess indented of two points sable and
argent, in chief an eagle rising argent. There is a DC for changes to the field however there is no difference for
the placement of the eagle as Llewellan’s eagle is forced to be in chief.
Name approved and forwarded to Laurel. Device returned for conflict.
Anne la Petite - New Name & New Device. Sable, two rapiers in saltire between in cross three bees and a
beehive, a chief Or.
The submitter allows all changes and has marked no boxes.
Anne is found as a feminine given name in "Names from Lallaing 1384 - 1600" by Domhnall na Moicheirghe
(http://heraldry.sca.org/names/lallaing_names.html). It is dated 1479-1598 and appears 24 times.
la Petite is found in Sara L. Uckelman, "DRAFT: Names in the 1292 census of Paris" (May 12, 2013 version,
http://www.ellipsis.cx/~liana/names/french/1292paris.pdf). It is found on p. 150 as a descriptive byname meaning
"the little".
Name approved and forwarded to Laurel. Device approved and forwarded to Laurel.
Anthony de la Mare - New Name.
The submitter accepts all changes and has marked no boxes.
Anthony is a header spelling in Withycombe, p. 28, dated to the 16th century. it is also the submitter's legal
middle name as it appears on his California driver's license, witnessed by Cormac Crescent and Avicia de na
Baiona, Exchequer of the College of Heralds.
de la Mare is found in R&W p. 130, s.n. Delamer, dated to 1190 Robert de la Mare.
Name approved and forwarded to Laurel.
Athanaric Thaurismunths sunus - Laurel Resub Device. Per chevron azure and sable, in base three wolves
courant contourny in annulo argent.
His previous submission, Per chevron azure and sable, in base three two-headed wolves courant contourny in
annulo argent, was returned on the October 2011 LOAR: "This device is returned for a redraw, for violating
section VII.7.a of the Rules for Submissions which requires that "Elements must be recognizable solely from their
appearance." The wolves here were not identifiable to a majority of commenters as having two heads. Drawing all
four legs more distinctly would also help identifiability." This design addresses the issues for return.
Device approved and forwarded to Laurel.
Audefleda Eberhart - New Name.

Submitter desires a feminine name and will allow minor but not major changes. If the name must be changed she
cares most about the meaning (Audefleda - Regal Beauty, Eberhart - strong as a boar) and an unspecified
language/culture.
Audefleda is documented from http://faculty.ycp.edu/~tgibson/gibson/Ancestry/indiP2420770795.html, where she
is identified as the daughter of the king of the Franks (Audefleda MEROVING 456 – 526). This may be a unique
name.
Eberhart is documented from http://houseofnames.com/eberhart-family-crest. This is not a suitable source. We
were unable to locate documentation for Eberhart which would be compatible with a 5th C given name.
Name returned for lack of documentation.
Avicia de na Baiona - New Alternate Name. Hawisia de Hadlai.
The submitter desires a feminine name and will accept minor but not major changes. If the name must be changed
she cares most about the (unspecified) sound.
Hawisia is found as a feminine name dated to 1346 in Withycombe (p. 147)
de Hadlai is found as byname in R&W (s.n. Hadley, p. 211), dated to 1212.
Name approved and forwarded to Laurel.
Caid, Kingdom of. New Badge for College of Scribes. (Fieldless) A penner and inkhorn argent
College of Scribes is a generic identifier. It has been referred to in a prior registration to Caid.
Badge approved and forwarded to Laurel.
Colette Olivier la fourniere - New Badge. (Fieldless) A double rose sable.
Conflict with Aonghus Lochlainn of Loch Fyne (Dec. 1995, Outlands), Pily bendy sinister argent and vert, a rose
sable barbed and seeded Or. There is a single DC for changes to the field.
Badge returned for conflict.
Corinna de la Mare - New Device. Purpure, three horse's heads erased contourny argent.
Device approved and forwarded to Laurel.
Derdriu inghean ui Mhathghamhna - New Device. Vert, a bear passant Or and on a point pointed argent a
trefoil vert.
Device approved and forwarded to Laurel.
Dyrfinna Drengsdottir - New Device. Per chevron vert and purpure, two trees couped and a wolf rampant
contourny argent.
The per chevron line of division does not meet the current standards for a field division as the field is not equally
divided as into two parts. The trees should also be drawn somewhat larger.

Device returned for redraw.
Estrith Rasmusdatter - New Badge. Gules, a staircase bendwise sinister Or.
This is the defining instance in SCA heraldry of a staircase. Staircases are found in the canting arms of

Gradenigi, c.1550. http://daten.digitalesammlungen.de/~db/bsb00001419/images/index.html?id=00001419&fip=193.174.98.30&
no=&seite=361 (figure one) and in the arms of Pietro Gradenigo, Doge of Venice 1289-1311 (figure
two).

Badge approved and forwarded to Laurel.
Etain Morgan. New Name & New Device. Per pale sable and argent, a reremouse counterchanged.
The submitter is interested in a feminine name and allows all changes. She is requesting authenticity for 12th-14th
century Irish or Welsh.
Etain is found as a feminine given name in Mari Elspeth nic Bryan’s “Index of Names in Irish Annals”
(http://medievalscotland.org/kmo/AnnalsIndex/Feminine/Etain.shtml), dated in this spelling to 1392.
Morgan is found as a 16th Century Welsh masculine name in "A Simple Guide to Constructing 16th Century
Welsh Names" by Tangwystyl verch Morgant Glasvryn (http://heraldry.sca.org/names/welsh16.html).
SENA Appendix A gives the pattern of "<given> <unmarked patronymic>" in Welsh as requiring no further
documentation. SENA Appendix C allows Middle Irish Gaelic and Welsh to be combined if they are documented
within 300 years of each other. We were unable to find documentation to meet the submitter’s authenticity
request.
The submitter's device possibly conflicts with Cormac Ainsheasccar mac Muiredaig, Per pale argent and sable, a
bat counterchanged (Apr. 2010, Æthelmearc). There is a DC for changes to the field, there may also be a DC for
changing the tincture of the reremouse.
Name approved and forwarded to Laurel. Device approved and forwarded to Laurel.
Hugh ap Rhys - New Name & New Device. Sable, three lions reguardant and a chief Or.
The submitter desires a masculine name and will not accept any changes. The submitter will not allow the
creation of a holding name.
Hugh is found as an English given name in '14th Century Worcestershire Masculine Names'
(http://heraldry.sca.org/names/english/mascworc14.html); it is also found as an unmarked patronymic surname

(indicating use as a masculine given name) in 'Women's Names in the First Half of 16th Century Wales'
(http://heraldry.sca.org/names/english/mascworc14.html).
ap is a patronymic marker meaning 'son of,' attested in 'A Simple Guide to Constructing 13th Century Welsh
Names' (http://heraldry.sca.org/names/welsh13.html).
Rhys is a header in Morgan&Morgan, p.185. It is dated in this spelling to 1312 (p.45, under Arawn), 1421 (p.52,
under Blainey), and 1399 (p.77, under Cyffin) Rhys is also found in Gruffudd Welsh Personal Names (p. 83) with
Rhys ap Tewdwr dated to 1093 and Rhys ap Gruffudd dated 1132-97.
Name approved and forwarded to Laurel. Device approved and forwarded to Laurel.
Hugh de Greylonde – Kingdom Resub Device. Gules, a fox passant and a base indented argent.
Device found to conflict with Gules, a wolf passant reguardant argent maintaining on its back a raven sable
(Lizbeth Ravensholm, June 2009, West) and returned for conflict at March 2013 meeting. Permission to conflict
has been granted by Lizbeth Ravensholm. Copies of the original submission forms were not received by Dolphin
in time to include this on the March LoI, so it will be included in April.
Device pended to April to retrieve original copies of forms.
Iliya Volkov - New Badge. (Fieldless) A rake argent.
This is the defining instance of a rake in Society armory. The rake is a period charge, found in the arms of von
Rechenberg, 15th C. (Scheibler's Wappenbuch, plate 54).

Badge approved and forwarded to Laurel.
Isannay of Crouherst – Kingdom Resub Name & Kingdom Resub Device. Argent, on a pall vert between three
crows sable, two shepherd's crooks and an arrow argent.

Submitter desires a feminine name; she has not marked any other boxes. The submitter's previous submission was
not acted upon due to lack of funds.
Isannay: var. of Ismay dated 1601; found in Mari ingen Briain meic Donnchada ,”Names Found in Anglicized
Irish Documents – Women’s Names” (http://medievalscotland.org/kmo/AnglicizedIrish/Feminine.shtml).
of Crouherst: R&W.; page 118; William de Crouherst, 1296.
Name approved and forwarded to Laurel. Device approved and forwarded to Laurel.
Johannes de Seleone - New Badge. Sable, a boar's head caboshed Or within a bordure compony gules and Or.
Badge approved and forwarded to Laurel.
Jordan of Nordwache – New Name & New Device. Argent, an orca embowed proper within a bordure
embattled purpure.
The submitter will allow minor but not major changes; no other boxes have been marked.
Jordan is the submitter’s legal given name as attested by her mother and witnessed by Paul Dolphin and Manus
le Dragonier, Wintermist Pursuivant.
Nordwache is a branch name, registered April 1984.
This matches the orca proper registered to Hrónarr járnhauss in March 2012, therefore have retained the blazon
orca proper.
Name approved and forwarded to Laurel. Device approved and forwarded to Laurel.
Juliana Romfare - New Device. Per bend azure and vert, a bend cotised Or.
Conflict with Irmele Schäfferin von Grünsberg (June 1981, Caid), Per bend azure and vert, a bend between a lion
rampant, maintaining in its dexter forepaw a sword bendwise, and an oak tree eradicated Or, with a single DC
for changing the type of secondary charges.
Device returned for conflict.
Katherine of Roxbury Mill. New Device. Argent, a natural sea-tortoise, on a chief azure two roses argent
Device approved and forwarded to Laurel.

Mael Anfaid MacLeoid - New Device. Vert, three otters in annulo and on a point pointed argent three annulets
“interlaced” vert.
The three annulets aren’t interlaced. The top two are conjoined but not interlaced; the bottom ring is interlaced
with the top two annulets.
Device returned for redraw.
Mael Anfaid MacLeoid - New Household Name & New Badge. House of Three Rings. (Fieldless) A squirrel
gules maintaining three annulets interlaced argent.
The submitter allows all changes and indicates no preferences.

This is based on an inn sign similar to Number + item from English Sign Names by Mari ingen Briain meic
Donnchada ( http://medievalscotland.org/kmo/inn/#NumberOther). Examples include Sevensterre dated1355,
Seuesterrys dated1379, and Sevesterre dated 1384 (all from R&W, p. 401, s.n Sevenstar).
Ring is a English word found in the OED meaning a small circlet of precious metal and dated in this spelling to
1290: "Bischop him made the a holie man and tok him is staf and ring."
The badge conflicts with Peregrine Fairchylde (May 2001, Meridies), Vair, a squirrel rampant gules, with a
single DC for fieldlessness.
Name approved and forwarded to Laurel. Badge returned for conflict.
Miguel de Granada - Resub Device. Azure, a hedgehog reguardant between three broad-arrows Or.
The previous submission, Azure, a hedgehog reguardant Or, was returned for conflict with Xena Baxter
Wynthorpe, Vert, a hedgehog statant Or. The addition of the broad-arrows clear this conflict.
Device approved and forwarded to Laurel.
Miguel Ramirez de Rueda y Mendoza - New Name & New Device. Gules, a wheel Or within a bordure Or
semy of roundels gules.
The submitter will allow minor but not major changes. If the name must be change he cares most about the culture
Spain.
Name elements are found in “16th-century Spanish Names” by Elsbeth Anne Roth
(http://heraldry.sca.org/names/spanish/index.html):
•

Miguel is found as a given name, cited 11 times, from 1560-1574.

•

Ramirez is found as a patronymic, cited 9 times, from 1560-1574.

•

Mendoza is found as a marked and unmarked locative, cited 12 times, from 1560-1574.

de Rueda is found as a locative surname in “Spanish Names from Late 15th Century” by Juliana de Luna
(http://heraldry.sca.org/names/isabella/index.html).
SENA Appendix A indicates that Spanish allows both double given names and double locative bynames, as well
as a pattern of "<given> <patronymic> <locative>" with no further documentation.

Name approved and forwarded to Laurel. Device approved and forwarded to Laurel.
Monique Marie Sauniere - New Device Change. Argent, a phoenix Or issuant from flames gules.
The submitter's previous device, Ermine, a phoenix vert, is to be released.
Flames are generally considered to be half of the phoenix, therefore this phoenix is considered neutral and can be
placed on an argent field. The charge could be identified across the room at Collegium.
Conflict with Falcon Hardin (Oct. 2007), Argent, a phoenix vert rising from flames purpure, with a single DC for
change the tincture of the phoenix.
Device returned for conflict.

Nitalya ormstunga - New Name Change from Ksafipa Krasnaia
The submitter has marked no boxes. Her previous name, Ksafipa Krasnaia (reg. Oct. 2013), is released.
Nitalya is the submitter's legal given name as it appears on her Nevada driver's license, attested by Cormac
Crescent and Elinor Flame.
ormstunga appears as a nickname in Geirr Bassi p. 18, "serpent tongue."
Name approved and forwarded to Laurel.
Robin Greenwood of Arden – Kingdom Resub Name.
The submitter’s previous name, Robin Greenwood, was returned by Crescent September 2007 for being too close
to Robin Hood’s alias Robin of the Greenwood.
Submitted as Robin of Arden, the submitter confirmed via email to Dolphin and Crescent that he wished it to be
forwarded as Robin Greenwood of Arden.
Robin is found in Withycombe s.n. Robert, dated 1200, 1205, 1210, 1276.
Greenwood is found in R&W (p.205, header), with a dated entry of John del Grenewode, 1275, meaning
"dweller by the green wood".
Arden is a header spelling in R&W p. 12, dated 1268 Adam de Arden. The Lingua Anglica spelling is "of
Arden."
Name approved and forwarded to Laurel.
Ron of Wintermist. Laurel Resub Name.
Ron of Wintermist is currently the submitter’s holding name (Sept. 2013). He wishes it to become his registered
name. The submitter is interested in a masculine name; he has marked no other boxes.
Ron is found in the FamilySearch Historical Records, but likely as a scribal abbreviation. The submitter claimed
it as his legal name, but the provided documentation showed "Ronald" instead.
Wintermist is an SCA branch name registered September 1988.
It was unclear how to proceed on this submission, as in theory the submitter already has this name and does not
need to do anything. As it was not immediately clear how to document it as a historical name or under the legal
name provision, Dolphin chose to pend the decision until the next meeting.
Name pended to April to determine proper course of action.
Scarlet Sparhauk - New Device. Per pale vert and purpure, a pegasus segreant and on a chief argent three
roses purpure
Device approved and forward to Laurel.
Sigríðr hvíta refr - New Badge. (Fieldless) On a fox statant contourny argent, a broadarrow inverted sable.
The broadarrrow matches that on her device, Per fess Or and sable, a broadarrow inverted sable and a fox statant
contourny argent.

Badge approved and forwarded to Laurel.
Simon Faelan - Laurel Resub Name
Submitter desires a masculine name and allows no changes.
Submitter's previous name submission, Simon Freyser, was returned by Laurel for conflict with Robert Simon
Fraser, on the grounds that that name was the claim to be the father of Robert Simon Fraser. This is a complete
resubmission.
Simon is found in Withycombe (p. 258), Simon Cur, 1197-1218, FA 1284
Faelan is found in Black (s.n. Faelan, p. 251): "Faelan (also Foelan), later Faolan, is a reduced form of Faelchu.
The root is fael 'a wolf' or 'wild dog' or 'son of earth' ffolanus de Leuenauch witnessed instrument of homage by
Duncan, Earl of Fife to the Abbey of Dunfermline, 1316 (RD., p. 235). Cf. Gilfillan and Mactyre"
Name approved and forwarded to Laurel.
Suleiman ibn Rawh - New Name & New Device. Vert, a scepter argent.
The submitter is interested in a masculine name and allows all changes. If the name must be changed he cares
most about the language and/or culture (Arabic).
All name elements found in "Period Arabic Names and Naming Practices" by Da'ud ibn Auda:
http://heraldry.sca.org/names/arabic-naming2.htm. Suleiman and Rawh are found as masculine isms (given
names). The format ism ibn ism is documented in the same article as a one generation nasab.
The defining instance of a scepter in the SCA is in the arms of the Canton of Kyngescreke, registered Dec. 2013.
Two scepters in saltire are found in the Zurich Roll in the arms of Urslingen.

Name approved and forwarded to Laurel. Device approved and forwarded to Laurel.
Winfred Archer - New Name & New Device. Quarterly Or and gules, four crossbows counterchanged.
The submitter is interested in a masculine name and will allow all changes. If the name must be changed he cares
most about the unspecified meaning.
Winfred is found in R&W (s.n. Winfrey, p. 495) with Winfred serviens dated 1275.
Archer is an English occupational byname found in R&W (s.n. Archer, p. 13) with Hugh le Archer dated to 1199.
The submitter does not wish the definite article.
Name approved and forwarded to Laurel. Device approved and forwarded to Laurel.

